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Client and self-initiated projects.

  

Portfolio



Let’s Rise
Project #1

Client

Westin



In a fantastic collaboration with Digitas agency and Breakfast Of Champions animation 

studio, we were asked to create a compelling short animated ad. The brief's goal was to raise 

awareness for the wellness features that Westin Hotels & Resort have to offer. I had the 

amazing opportunity to help with art direction and work across different stages of the project, 

such as storyboarding and designing the final style frames.







Taika
Project #2

Self-Initiated Project



After discovering ‘Four Sigmatic’ and the magic benefits of drinking mushroom coffee, 

I immediately wanted to create something within packaging design. I've commissioned myself 

with the main goal of practising my craft as an illustrator and designer. I love combining these 

two skills into my work. The brief I established for myself was to illustrate two flavours, to do 

the corresponding packaging design and create a visual identity for an imaginary brand 

called Taika (‘Taika' is a Finnish word meaning 'Magic').









Client

Jellynote

Sheet Music 
& Tabs

Project #3



I was approached by Jellynote to create a new art direction for the beginner’s section of their 

website. The goal was to re-design some of the pages and create a series of illustrations to go 

alongside the new UI. Although it ended up being a concept exploration, this project was a 

blast and I’m quite proud of where the final designs and illustrations landed. Special thanks 

to Flore Wang for the wonderful collaboration!













Self-Initiated Project

Organic 
Flavours

Project #5



I've commissioned myself again with the main goal of practising my craft as an illustrator and 

designer. The brief I established for myself was to illustrate two flavours, to do the 

corresponding packaging design for an imaginary brand called Juicy.









Kicking 
Adversity In 
The Ass

Project #4

Client

Cátia Oliveira



A series of illustrations for Vans EMEA - Creative Director Cátia Oliveira's motivational 

speech. In collaboration with SheSays, Major Players hosted the event - Kicking Adversity 

In The Ass, in which Cátia shared her career history, her life and the crazy stuff she had to 

contend with along the way. The goal was to illustrate and help explain how Catia navigated 

unexpected obstacles and still managed to come out on top.















Client

Wizarding World Digital

House Pride
Project #4



In collaboration with Huge and Wizarding World Digital, I had the amazing opportunity to do 

a few illustrations for the Sorting Hat experience, a game from the new Wizarding World app. 

The brief was about celebrating the pride of each Hogwarts school houses in four different 

illustrated frames. For each house I needed to illustrate one mainframe, to go with the photo 

taken, but also other two alternatives for the user to be able to choose.







Client

LEGO

Play Tips
Project #6



Breakfast Of Champions animation studio approached me to help them create fun animated 

ads for LEGO. The brief was about coming up with different concepts of turning anytime 

into playtime, no matter how long you’ve got. Together, we've come up with three super-fun, 

super-simple games for families to play at home, in the car or anywhere else. 

I had the opportunity to illustrate all assets used in animation and also help with 

art direction across the three different ads.













Iconography
Project #7

Client

Cerve



I was approached by Dan, CEO of Cerve and founder of Brilliant Studio to illustrate a series of 

spot illustrations and create an iconography library for them to use across the app, emails and 

presentation decks. It was an amazing opportunity to build a more vectorial and consistent 

illustration style. Although I kept an overall simplicity in the series, the new style also gave 

some personality to the brand.









Final artworks of different client projects.

Illustration Pieces



Style frame for “Build From Human Understanding ” animation, a GSK internal campaign.



Header illustration for Insurwave website.



Commission for a Popshot magazine article - The Library.



Commission for an internal Heights prototype.



Header illustration for TEG (Transport Exchange Group) website.



Commission for Cerve website.



Commission for music producer Mewttu.



Commission for sisterMAG magazine, issue 49.



Commission for sisterMAG magazine, issue 50.



Commission for music producer Mewttu.



Style frame for a Dulcolax animation.



Self-Initiated Project



Character design created for a TFL (Transport for London) animation.



Services

Storyboards Character Design Illustration-Led Animation Art Direction Commissions Iconography

Animation For Illustration Responsive Web Design App Design Brand Identity Social Media Content Logo
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